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key features of afterlogic webmail pro: ease and simplicity webmail pro is
easy to install, easy to use, easy to administer. offer your users what they
like - a simple and intuitive webmail interface. an integrated
administration panel makes it easy to manage accounts and system
settings. rapidity your users will enjoy the performance of webmail pro
even on slower computers. thanks to a well-designed product architecture
with extensive use of caching and various rendering optimizations, the
product is lightweight and lightning fast. intellectuality webmail pro is
designed to give users what they need at the moment. this is achieved by
well-thought-out ergonomics and simple interface organization. auto-
substitution of e-mail addresses, drag-n-drop, message preview and other
features will save time and allow your users to be more productive.
compatibility afterlogic webmail pro fully supports internet explorer,
firefox, safari, chrome, opera and is available for the two largest
platforms: asp.net and php. you can install the product both on a
dedicated server (dedicated) and on regular hosting (shared hosting).
webmail pro can be used to access mail on any pop3 / imap server. if you
do not yet have a mail server, pay attention to afterlogic xmail server pro,
which is the native mail server for webmail pro. opportunities without
overloading the interface with numerous buttons and links, webmail pro
provides numerous features and conveniences to your users. you will be
able to import data from existing webmails and view, read and send email
in a web browser without having to leave the page. the webmail client can
also be integrated into your intranet, providing a centralized storage for
user emails. users can add and remove email accounts without having to
re-add them in their web browser. you can also create your own
templates to organize all of your emails.
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you have to know that you'll get the most suitable service if you've the
top-up internet plan. the data limit is 20 gb monthly and 14 gb weekly.

the total downloading data is 15 gb monthly and 11 gb weekly. after the
data limit you'll have to pay the exceeded data fee of 1 gb monthly or 0.5

gb weekly. this webmail client supports pop3, smtp, imap and webdav
protocols, and lets you access your mail using different web browsers. it is
so easy to install, configure, and use. it also has built-in email filters. this

webmail client is completely free and offers basic features. the server
response time is sometimes sluggish, so you may experience some delays
in email retrieval. you'll get the most suitable service if you have the top-
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up internet plan. the data limit is 20 gb monthly and 14 gb weekly. the
total downloading data is 15 gb monthly and 11 gb weekly. after the data
limit you'll have to pay the exceeded data fee of 1 gb monthly or 0.5 gb
weekly. i'm looking to have a single, free, themed portal that my clients

can use to check their webmail. i don't wan to install different instances of
this portal per domain. if anybody knows how to configure afterlogic

webmail lite to work on multiple domains, or another free solution that
would handle this request, help would be greatly appreciated! the

webmail pro client allows users to access their email using a web browser,
and the software supports multiple mail accounts. webmail pro is a free
webmail client for windows and linux servers. it supports pop3, imap,

smtp and microsoft exchange accounts. 5ec8ef588b
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